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If you have further questions or you are interested in acquiring a BMW i, BMW i Driver’s Guide. The Driver’s Guide is a vehicle-specific operation
either BMW i Customer Care or one of our BMW Agents will be glad to manual for BMW i models. Simply download it from the Apple App Store or
assist. Both work closely together to ensure maximum convenience.
Google Play and start.
BMW i Agent search. The BMW i Agents look forward to your visit and Test drive. Register online now for a test drive and experience the
are happy to answer any of your questions about BMW i. Find a BMW i BMW i for yourself at: testdrive.bmw-i.com. Alternatively, simply
Agent in your area at www.bmw-i-agent.com
contact BMW i Customer Care or your local BMW i Agent.
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BMW i Customer Care. Alternatively, you can contact BMW i Customer
Care directly. Here, you will also benefit from direct, personal and expert
advice, you can book test drives and even place your order for a BMW i. You
can reach BMW i Customer Care by email at customercare@bmw-i.com
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BMW eCare. As part of a leasing or finance arrangement, BMW Financial
Services provides a wide range of innovative services for extra peace of
mind – whether you are looking to cover maintenance and repair, tyres or
quick assistance in the event of a breakdown or accident, a leasing contract
or finance arrangement can be supplemented with BMW eCare.
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BMW eComfort. Everyone has different mobility requirements. With this
complete package, BMW Financial Services offers the best possible
combination of finance, insurance, individual services and BMW Add-on
Mobility.
BMW Add-on Mobility. This ensures flexibility at all times, wherever you
are and even at short notice. For longer distances, there is the option of
simply switching to a conventional BMW model. If you wish, you can have
access to this service for a certain number of days each year as part of the
leasing or finance arrangement.
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BMW eLease & eSelect. The BMW eLease offer ensures you retain
precisely the level of financial freedom you desire. BMW eSelect offers
you individual plans for financing the BMW i. Both solutions form the
basis for all other service, insurance and mobility packages from BMW
Financial Services.

BMW eCover. The best of everything: finance, service and insurance, all
in one. Comprehensive third party liability insurance, flexible choice of
excess limits and professional repair in an authorised BMW workshop in
the event of damage make up the basis of this package. These aspects are
then supplemented by individual service solutions.



As unique as the BMW i: Attractive packages for finance, leasing,
insurance, vehicle-related services and innovative mobility solutions ensure
that the driver of a BMW i can fully enjoy every kilometre. The following
guarantee optimum mobility.
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BMW FINANCIAL SERVICES.
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WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU?
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